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rayeleemosynary@gmail.com,
raymondenemali@gmail.com

09124706130

Along Police Station, Galadimawa Federal Capital Territory
Abuja.

Dear Sir/Ma,

I am interested in working in your organization that matches my experience i have enclosed my resume to
provide detailed information on my qualifications and skills for your review.

Throughout my past experience, I have undertaken various important responsibilities with utmost sincerity. In
addition to that i can work as an house keeper and i have conducted Computer Senior Instructor to ensure that
the student are well managed with the product lead communications. I acquired the following skills after
completing my High School and after obtaining my SSCE and obtained my Diploma frome I Foresight Computer
Technology and Training Institute.

Good interpersonal skills and communication skills.

Ability to maintain good client relationships.

Sound knowledge in the service development.

Sound knowledge in typing skill.

With an urge to work both independently and well, in a team; I am positioned to exceed your expectations. I would
look forward to get an opportunity to meet with you to discuss my candidacy in more details. I thank you very
much for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Shaibu Enemayi



SHAIBU ENEMAYI

 OBJECTIVE
To enhance my professional skills, capabilities and knowledge in
an organization which recognizes the value of hard work and
trusts me with responsibilities and challenges.

 EXPERIENCE

Foresight Computer Technology and Training Institue Anyigba
Kogi State Nigeria.

2017 - 2018
Senior Tutor Staff

Planning lessons and activities that facilitate students'
acquisition of basic and advanced computer skills.

Instructing in a manner that develops students' confidence
in their abilities.

Observing and managing classroom dynamics.

Invigilating and grading projects, quizzes, and
examinations.

Tracking and communicating students' advancement
throughout the course.

Ensuring that the computer laboratory remains free from
food and drink at all times.

Downloading important software updates and maintaining
hardware.

Gredo Treasure School Eti-Aja Anyigba Kogi State (G.T.S.A). 2018
– 2020.

2018 - 2020
Computer Operator

Setting up computers and other hardware devices.

Meeting with the IT team to determine the sequence of
operations.

Starting operations by entering computer commands.

Monitoring error and stoppage messages.

Correcting errors, loading paper, and adjusting equipment
settings.

Troubleshooting equipment malfunctions and software
errors.

Responding to user requests and problems.

Performing preventative maintenance.

Maintaining supply inventory.

Ensuring the security of the company’s computer systems.
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 CONTACT

rayeleemosynary@gmail.com,
raymondenemali@gmail.com

09124706130

Along Police Station, Galadimawa
Federal Capital Territory Abuja.

 SKILLS

Effective communication skill

Term work

Emotional intelligence

Negotiation

Critical thinking

Decision making

Leadership

 REFERENCE

Shaibu Enemaku - ""
Plumber
Enemax1010@gmail.com
+2348053790536

Shaibu Michael Ojonugwa - "Mike's
Enterprise"
Point of Sails Machine Services
+2348155706526

Shaibu Henry Ugbede - "Henry's
Phone Tech"
Phone Engineering
+2347013525107



Destiny Computer
2020 - 2022

Computer Operator

Setting up computers and other hardware devices.

Meeting with the IT team to determine the sequence of
operations.

Starting operations by entering computer commands.

Monitoring error and stoppage messages.

Correcting errors, loading paper, and adjusting equipment
settings.

Troubleshooting equipment malfunctions and software
errors.

Responding to user requests and problems.

Performing preventative maintenance.

Maintaining supply inventory.

Ensuring the security of the company’s computer systems.

Grand Lela Hotel and Suites
202 - Till date

Computer Operator/ICT Support

Setting up computers and other hardware devices.

Meeting with the IT team to determine the sequence of
operations.

Starting operations by entering computer commands.

Monitoring error and stoppage messages.

Correcting errors, loading paper, and adjusting equipment
settings.

Troubleshooting equipment malfunctions and software
errors.

Responding to user requests and problems.

Performing preventative maintenance.

Maintaining supply inventory.

Ensuring the security of the company’s computer systems.

 EDUCATION

Loval Govrrnment primary School Echukwu Kogi State Nigeria
2011

First School Leaving Certificate (F.S.L.C)

Government Day Secondary School Dekina Kogi State, Nigeria.
2015

Senior School Certificate Examination (S.S.C.E)

Foresight Computer Technology and Training Institute.
2017

Computer Training (DIPLOMA) 
Diploma


